Abstract. We give a divergence-free encoding of polyadic Local into its monadic variant. Local is a sub-calculus of asynchronous -calculus where the recipients of a channel are local to the process that has created the channel. We prove the encoding fully-abstract with respect to barbed congruence. This implies that in Local (i) polyadicity does not add extra expressive power, and (ii) when studying the theory of polyadic Local we can focus on the simpler monadic variant. Then, we show how the idea of our encoding can be adapted to name-passing calculi with non-binding input pre x, such as Chi, Fusion and F calculi.
Introduction
Local , in short L , is a variant of the asynchronous -calculus 11, 5] where the recipients of a channel are local to the process that has created the channel. The locality property of channels is achieved by imposing that only the output capability of names may be transmitted, i.e., the recipient of a name may only use it in output actions. This constraint ensures that in a process ( a) P all possible inputs at a appear and are syntactically visible in P; no further input may be created, inside or outside P. L is a very expressive fragment of asynchronous -calculus, and its theory has been studied in 16]; similar calculi are discussed, or at least mentioned, in 12, 4, 14, 1, 31] . L borrows ideas from some experimental programming languages (or proposals of programming languages), most notably Pict 21], Join 8] , and Blue 6] , and can be regarded as a basis for them (the restriction on output capabilities is not explicit in Pict, but, as we understand from the Pict users, most of Pict programs obey it). The locality property makes L particularly suitable for giving the semantics to, and reasoning about, concurrent or distributed objectoriented languages 15]. For instance, the locality property can guarantee unique identity of objects a fundamental feature of objects.
As for most name-passing calculi, the theoretical developments on L have been conducted on a monadic calculus, that is, a calculus in which only single names can be passed around. On the other hand, most applications in name-passing calculi use polyadic communications, i.e., communications involving tuples of names. So, an interesting issue is to investigate whether monadic and polyadic name-passing calculi have the same expressive power. In this paper we show that, under the locality hypothesis on channels, monadic and polyadic -calculi have the same expressive power.
More precisely, we give an encoding h ] ] i of polyadic L into monadic L , and we prove it fully-abstract with respect to barbed congruence 19]. Our encoding is divergence free, that is, it does not introduce in nite internal computations. Furthermore, we show how the idea of our encoding can be easily adapted to name-passing calculi with non-binding input pre x, such as Chi calculus 9], Fusion calculus 20] and F-calculus 10], and we propose a simple encoding of polyadicity for these calculi.
The rst attempt of encoding polyadicity in name-passing calculi is by Robin Milner 17] . Milner gives a simple encoding of polyadic into monadic synchronous -calculus. Milner's encoding is sound but not complete and therefore not fully-abstract. In order to recover the full abstraction Yoshida 30] , and Quaglia and Walker 22] , have introduced two di erent type systems for monadic processes which model the communication protocol underlying Milner's encoding. A di erent approach has been followed by Gonthier and Fournet in the Join-calculus 8] , an extended subset of the asynchronous -calculus. In 8] , among other results, a direct, although complex, fully-abstract encoding of polyadic processes into monadic ones is proposed. All these approaches will be discussed at the end of the paper.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the polyadic L calculus giving some properties of it; in Section 3 we recall a few correctness criteria for encodings; in Section 4 we present the encoding of polyadic L into monadic L ; in Section 5 we prove the full abstraction of the encoding; in Section 6 we investigate other possible encodings of polyadicity in L ; in Section 7 we show how the idea of our encoding can be adapted in name-passing calculi with not-binding input pre x; in Section 8 we conclude and discuss related works.
2 The polyadic L Polyadic L , in short Le , is an asynchronous fragment of Milner's polyadic -calculus 17]. We use small letters a; b; c; : : : ; x; y for names; capital letters P; Q; R for processes; and e a to denote a tuple of names a 1 ; : : : ; a n .
Le has operators of inaction, input pre x, asynchronous output, parallel composition, restriction and replicated input:
P ::= 0 j a(e x). P j ah e bi j P j P j ( a) P j !a(e x). P where in input processes a(e x). P names in e x are all distinct and may not occur free in P in input position. This syntactic constraint ensures that only the output capability of names may be transmitted, i.e., the recipient of a name may only use it in output actions.
We use for substitutions; P is the result of applying to P, with the usual renaming convention to avoid captures; f e b =e ag is the simultaneous substitution of names e a with names e b. Parallel composition has the lowest precedence among the operators, and Q n P n is an abbreviation for the process P 1 j : : : j P n . We write ( e a) P for ( a 1 ) : : : ( a n ) P and ab for ahbi. The labeled transition system is the usual one (in the late style, 18, 27] a( e b) (input); ( e c) ah e bi (output) where e c e b and a( e b) is an abbreviation for ( e b) ah e bi. In these actions, a is the subject and e b the object. We writê ?! to mean P ?!Q, if 6 = , and either P = Q or P ?!Q, if = . Relation =) is the re exive and transitive closure of ?!; moreover, =) stands for =) ?!=), and^ =) for =) if 6 = , and for =) if = .
Free and bound names (fn, bn) of actions and processes are de ned as usual. We identify processes modulo -conversion.
We assume Milner's sorting system, under which all processes are wellsorted 17]. Names are partitioned into a collection of sorts. A sorting function is de ned which maps sorts onto sequences of sorts. If a sort S is mapped onto a sequence of sorts e T this means that channels in S can only carry tuples in e T. A sorting system is necessary to prevent arity mismatching in communications, like in ahb; ci j a(x). P . Substitutions must map names onto names of the same sort.
The behavioral equivalence we are interested in is barbed congruence 19]. It is well-known that barbed congruence represents a uniform mechanism for de ning a behavioral equivalence in any process calculus possessing (i) an interaction relation (the -steps in -calculus), modeling the evolution of the system, and (ii) an observability predicate # a for each name a which indicates the possibility for a process of accepting a communication at a with the environment. P # a holds if there is a derivative P 0 , and an action , with subject a, such that P ?!P 0 . We also write P + a if there is a derivative P 0 such that P =) P 0 # a . We recall that a context C ] is a process with exactly one hole, written ], where a process may be plugged in.
De nition 1 (barbed bisimilarity, congruence). Barbed bisimilarity, written , is the largest symmetric relation on -calculus processes such that P Q implies: The main inconvenience of barbed congruence is that it uses quanti cation over contexts in the de nition, and this can make proofs of process equalities heavy. Simpler proof techniques are based on labeled characterizations without context quanti cation.
De nition 2 (ground bisimilarity). Ground bisimilarity, written , is the largest symmetric relation on processes such that if P Q, P ?!P We recall that in the asynchronous calculi without matching, like Le , ground bisimilarity coincides with early, late, and open bisimilarities 24]. All these relations are congruences and imply barbed congruence.
In the technical part of this paper we shall need a means to count the number of silent moves performed by a process in order to use up-to techniques 28, 25] . The expansion relation 3], written ., is an asymmetric variant of such that P . Q holds if P Q, and Q has at least as many -moves as P.
De nition 3 (expansion). A relation S on processes is an expansion if P S Q implies: 1. whenever P ?!P Q expands P, written P . Q, if P S Q for some expansion S.
In both monadic and polyadic L , barbed congruence is a relation strictly larger than ground bisimilarity. For instance, in L , if P = ab and Q = ( c) ( Below, we report a simple adaption to the polyadic case of a few results on ] ] already appeared in the literature: Theorem 5 provides an adequacy result w.r.t. barbed bisimilarity; Theorem 6 gives a characterization of barbed congruence in Le for image-nite processes. We recall that the class of image-nite processes (to which most of the processes one would like to write belong) is the largest subset I of -calculus process which is derivation closed and such that P 2 I implies that, for all , the set fP 0 : P =) P 0 g, quotiented by alpha conversion, is nite.
Theorem 5 (Boreale 4])
. Let P and Q be two Le -processes then
Theorem 6 (Merro and Sangiorgi 16] Remark 7. Theorem 6 has been proved in 16] with respect to asynchronous barbed congruence (where only output barbs are taken into account) and an asynchronous variant of . The adaptation to the synchronous case is straightforward.
Correctness criteria for encodings
When studying an encoding between two languages it is necessary to have some correctness criteria in order to assess the encoding. The most common correctness criteria for an encoding between two process calculi are based on the notions of operational correspondence and full abstraction. The former relates the execution steps as de ned by an operational semantics of the source and target calculi. The latter relates the source and the target calculi at the level of behavioral equivalences. More formally, let us denote with (S; s ; ?! s ) and (T ; t ; ?! t ) two process calculi equipped with behavioral equivalences s and t , and transition relations ? Full abstraction has two parts: soundness, which says that the equivalence between the translations of two source terms implies that of the source terms themselves; and completeness, which says the converse.
De nition 9 (soundness). Let While soundness is a necessary property and can be usually derived from the operational correspondence, completeness is in general hard to achieve because it implies a strong relationship between source and target calculi.
De nition 10 (completeness). Let Full abstraction will represent our correctness criterion for the encoding of polyadicity that we are going to present in the next section. 4 Encoding polyadicity In the following we show how Lemma 12 can be used to de ne an encoding hj j i of polyadic L -processes into monadic ones. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to processes transmitting pairs of names. The general case, when tuples of arbitrary size are transmitted, can be derived straightforwardly. The encoding hj j i is an homomorphism on all operators except input and output, for which we have:
hja(e x). P j i def = a(w). ( hjah e bi j a(e x). P j i ?! & ( e x) (e x . e b j hjP j i) = L hjP j if e b =e xg hjPf e b =e xg j i.
The encoding hj j i is sound with respect to barbed congruence. Unfortunately, in this form, the encoding is not yet fully-abstract because it is not complete. As a counterexample take the processes R = ah e bi and S = ( e d) ( In Section 4 we already showed that hj j i is not fully-abstract w.r.t. barbed congruence. The encoding hj j i is not fully-abstract w.r.t. ground bisimilarity either. As a counterexample take P = ( a) (ah e bi j a(e x). che xi) and Q = ch e bi; then P Q, but hj P j i ( e x) (e x . e b j hj che xi j i), and hjQj i = hjch e bij i, and therefore hjP j i 6 hjQj i. 7 An encoding of polyadicity in calculi with non-binding input pre x
In Section 4, we said that Milner's encoding is not fully-abstract because the protocols INPhw; e xi and OUThw; e bi prevent the continuations fj P j g and fj Q j g to evolve. Actually, the real problem is the binding nature of the input pre x. Indeed, we can easily change the encoding of ah e bi. P by putting the protocol OUThw; e bi in parallel with the continuation but we cannot do the same with the encoding of input pre xes. On the contrary, in calculi where the input pre x is non-binding, such as Chi calculus 9], Fusion calculus 20] and F-calculus 10], we can adapt Milner's encoding by simply putting the protocol INPhw; e xi in parallel with the continuation. We conjecture that, in these calculi, such a variant of Milner's encoding is fully-abstract.
Let us consider, for instance, the Fusion calculus. For our purposes it su ces to consider a nite fragment. The extension of our encoding when in nite processes are allowed is straightforward. The grammar of nite Fusion calculus has operators of inaction, non-binding input pre x, output pre xing, parallel composition, and restriction: P ::= 0 j ahe xi. P j ah e bi. P j P j P j (a)P Conventions about names are as in -calculus, except for the non-binding input pre x for which we have: fn(ahe xi. P) def = fag fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g fn(P ) and bn(ahe xi. P) def = bn(P ).
We write (e x)P for (x 1 ) : : : (x n )P . Conventions about processes and substitutions are as in -calculus. The reduction semantics is de ned by means of a notion of structural congruence (essentially the same as in -calculus) and a reduction relation whose basic rules are: (comm1): (e x)(P jahe xi. Qjahe yi. R) ?! (e x)((P jQjR)f e y =e xg) (comm2): (e y)(P jahe xi. Qjahe yi. R) ?! (e y)((P jQjR)f e x =e yg) Notice that the restrictions (e x) and (e y) in the derivatives make sense only when x i = y i , for all i, otherwise, up to structural congruence, they disappear. The de nitions of observability, barbed bisimilarity, and barbed congruence are essentially the same as in -calculus. Finally, an important derived process, called fusion, can be de ned as follows: fe x = e yg def = (u)(uhe xi. 0 j uhe yi. 0).
In Fusion calculus, communications can arise only in presence of a scoping construct delimiting their e ects (see reduction rules (comm1) and (comm2)). So, to observe all potential communications (and their e ects) it makes sense to consider a notion of barbed congruence obtained by closing barbed bisimulation under contexts that bind all free names of the tested processes. Similar closing contexts have been used in typed calculi 27]. As in the de nition of testing equivalences 7], these contexts signal success by emitting along names that do not appear in the tested processes.
De nition 21 (closed barbed congruence). Two processes P and Q are closed barbed congruent, written = c , if for each context C ] such that fn(P ) \ fn(C P]) = fn(Q) \ fn(C Q]) = ;, it holds that C P] C Q].
It is immediate to adapt this de nition to other calculi, such as -calculus. Actually, in -calculus and CCS, closed barbed congruence coincides with barbed congruence: One can prove that closed barbed congruence coincides with the closure under substitutions of early bisimulation, by adapting the proofs in 23, 2]; since the closure under substitutions of early bisimulation is known to coincide with barbed congruence, the two de nitions of barbed congruence coincide. Unfortunately, standard and closed barbed congruence do not coincide in Fusion.
Milner's encoding can be rewritten in Fusion calculus so that the instantiation of names does not block the continuations: 20] , because, in some sense, the encoding breaks the preemptive power of fusions. More precisely, if we take R = fa = bg j fc = dg and S = fa = bg. fc = dg 1 , then R and S are not equivalent while their translations are. Nevertheless, we believe that the encoding (j j ) is fully abstract with respect to closed barbed congruence. Our conjecture is due to the fact that closed barbed congruence is insensitive to fusion pre xing, that is, it handles fusion actions as silent moves. As a consequence, the counterexample above is not valid anymore because processes fa = bg j fc = dg and fa = bg. fc = dg are closed barbed congruent. Unfortunately, we cannot prove the full abstraction of (j j ) by using the same proof techniques of Section 5 because we do not know yet a labeled characterization of closed barbed congruence in Fusion. The works which are most closely related to ours are 30, 22] where type systems for monadic -processes are introduced in order to capture the communication protocol underlying Milner's encoding. More precisely, in 30] a notion of graph type is introduced and studied. Nodes of a graph type represent atomic actions, and edges an activation ordering between them. The approach in 22] is similar but the type system is simpler. Both papers show a full abstraction result with respect to typed contextual equivalences that reject all contexts which do not respect the protocol imposed by the encoding. While 30, 22] work on the full -calculus our result only applies in L . This is because Lemmas 12 and 13 only work on L -processes. On the other hand, we prove a sharper result because we get the completeness of the encoding with respect to all monadic contexts without rejecting hostile contexts. In 8], Fournet and Gonthier provide, among other results, a fully-abstract encoding of polyadic into monadic Join Calculus. Apart from the di erences among the two process calculi, the encoding in 8] is technically quite di erent from ours; for instance, as the authors themselves say, their translation encodes and then subsequently decodes tuples twice.
Proof. Each part of the lemma is proven by transition induction. The only subtle points arise in the proofs of parts 1(d) and 2(c) where also Lemma 13 is used. As an example, we show part 1(d). The only non trivial case is when the last rule applied for deriving P ?!P 0 is the communication rule (we suppose for simplicity that the communicated name is free; the case when is restricted can be easily accommodated). hjP 
